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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


 


2012-2013 


 


Notre Dame Sigma Beta 


 


A. Initiations 


 


The initiation process was begun by obtaining a list of eligible students by grade point average 


from the university’s mechanical engineering department.  A message was sent to these students 


explaining the nature and goals of Pi Tau Sigma and its role in the field of mechanical 


engineering.  Also in this message was an invitation to the eligible students to apply for 


membership.  The application involved a listing of basic academic accomplishments and awards, 


extracurricular activities, professional goals and objectives, and views on the role and function of 


professional honor societies.  The application further required a faculty recommendation, 


outlining academic performance, ethical demeanor, potential for a professional career in 


mechanical engineering, and overall recommendation. 


 


Upon receiving all applications by the mid-March deadline, the chapter officers and faculty 


advisor met to review applications.  The applications were evaluated for completeness, 


thoroughness, appropriateness of responses, commitment to the mechanical engineering 


profession, and finally faculty recommendation.  Based on these applications and 


recommendations, suitable students were selected.  The officers and advisor also considered 


whether there were any apparent ethical or other behavior-related objections to any members.  


None were recognized.  Upon selection of accepted students, a message was sent to the students 


notifying them of their acceptance and requesting payment of organization dues. 


 


Initiation for new members was held Thursday, April 18, 2013.  The event took place at a local 


South Bend restaurant, Sunny Italy Café, as a dinner event.  The initiation was attended by 


sixteen new initiates, three current chapter officers, and four mechanical engineering faculty, 


Professors Frank Incropera, Michael Stanisic, Gretar Trygvasson and Richard Strebinger.  New 


initiates were initially allowed to mingle with faculty and get to know each other.  Several 


minutes into the event, the appropriate rituals were performed, read by the chapter officers.  The 


new initiates then recited the necessary pledge for initiation.  Following the formal initiation, the 


faculty members each said a small word of congratulations and advice.  Finally, dinner was 


served and initiates and faculty were allowed to converse.   


 


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


Chapter activities included the aforementioned initiation event, ongoing officer meetings, a club 


service event, sending an officer to the national convention, and club elections.   


 


Officer meetings were held periodically to cover any club happenings or news.  These meetings 


covered any notices that had been sent to officers that required group attention or tending to, and 







any concerns the officers had.  Additionally, these meetings were used to discuss opportunities 


for club events and proactive action.  Finally, officer meetings were used to determine potential 


candidates for membership, evaluate said candidates’ applications, and finally to plan the 


initiation proceeding. 


 


Pi Tau Sigma also aided in the organization and running of a MATHCOUNTS competition.  


This competition, held on campus at Notre Dame for local high school students, involved 


students completing math exams and competing by school and individually.  Pi Tau Sigma 


volunteers paired with members of Tau Beta Pi, the general university engineering honor society, 


to grade exams under the supervision of mechanical engineering faculty organizing and 


proctoring the event.  These volunteers were required to ensure that the event remain on schedule 


and to evaluate participants’ performance.  Volunteers were provided with snacks for their help. 


 


This year, our chapter sent a member to the national convention at The Ohio State University.  


Matthew Hart, our chapter Vice President, attended on behalf of the Notre Dame Sigma Beta 


Chapter.  Matt utilized that opportunity to better understand the operations of the national 


organization, new initiatives taking place at the national level, and requirements of individual 


chapters, along with utilizing the time as a chance for networking with other engineering 


professionals.  Upon returning from the trip, Matt notified all chapter members of his experience 


and what he learned in the process. 


 


Finally, club elections were held.  A message was sent out to all new initiates requesting answers 


to questions including what position each candidate was running for, why they wanted to serve 


as an officer for Pi Tau Sigma, what previous leadership experience they possessed, and what 


events they would like to see Pi Tau Sigma undertake the following academic year.  These 


responses were distributed to members, and elections were held to determine the new chapter 


President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer.   


 


 








 


 
Notre Dame Sigma Beta 


University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 
Chartered May 21, 1964.  Number 75. 


 
Goals for 2008-2009 


The goals of the chapter for 2008-2009 were to 
continue to attempt to establish good standing at 
the national level.  With the funding issue 
resolved from having a concession stand this 
past year and plans for another concession stand, 
the chapter plans to send members to the national 
conference.   
  
The chapter also plans to increase involvement in 
campus activities.   We plan to continue hosting 
the freshman engineering forum and engineering 
picnic, and then add more service activities such 
as blood drives and tutoring.   
 
 


Activities  
While a trip to the national convention was not 
possible this past year, the chapter was active in 
a number of ways.  In addition to another 
concession stand at a home football game in the 
fall semester, the chapter sponsored a blood 
drive toward the beginning of the spring 
semester.  Members organized the event, 
including advertising, set-up, and removal of the 
equipment.  The blood drive received many 
donations from both members as well as others 
in the college of engineering as well as 
throughout the entire university. 
 
The chapter also hosted a forum in the spring for 
for freshman engineering students unsure of 
which path to pursue.  Due to a relatively large 
dropout rate after freshman year in engineering 
as compared to other majors, this forum sought 
to give freshman an unbiased view on 
engineering with the goal that freshman will be 
able to make a more informed decision on which 
major to pursue.  Members improved upon the 
forum concept developed in previous years by 
Notre Dame Sigma Beta, advertised, and served 
as panel members. 
 
In addition to the blood drive and the forum, the 
chapter’s members helped out with a community 
outreach program named Math Counts.  Run by 
a Notre Dame faculty member and assisted by 
chapter members, the program is a math 
competition for children in the South Bend area.  
The program’s primary intention is to make math 


fun and more enjoyable for kids outside of the 
classroom. 


 
Graduates   


Adam Currie Joseph Wells 
Andres Valenzuela Kyle Kron 
Bryan Delaney Paul Schlueter 
David Seibel Claire VerHulst 
John Wloch Daniel Rave 
Jonathan Parry  Lorenzo Barrera Jaime 
Michael Ouimet Richard Helffrich 
Nathaniel Yanchak Travis Allen  
Nicholas Springer 
 


Awards & Recognition  
Nathaniel Yanchek – Pi Tau Sigma 


Undergraduate Honor Award 
 


Names of New Members   
Spring 2009 Pledges 


Barrett Clark Matthew Zenz 
Benjamin Fotsch Matthew Beall 
Brian Towle Michael O'Connor 
Colin Scarola Michael Brundage 
Colin Heye Nicholas Jaffa 
Erik Miller Ryan Lavorgna 
James Baummer Samuel Cox 
Jeffrey Vitter Jr Sara DeVore 
Matthew Storey Scott Deakins 
Thomas Besio Timothy Malecek 
William Stuart Zachary Zimmer 
 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
 In order to transfer the responsibilities and 


practices developed over the past year and 
previous years on to new officers, we have 
modified and passed on a written report detailing 
the steps we went through in planning and 
organizing a variety of activities.  The officers in 
years previous prepared an officers manual 
outlining the chapters goals, previous activities, 
and best practices.  The current officers have 
updated the report based on this year's activities 
and lessons learned.  This will assist next year's 
officers in effectively coordinating the club's 
activities and continuing to pursue new 
opportunities.  These steps not only include the 
tasks performed but also lists the possible 
obstactles that we experienced along the way and 
what we see in retrospect as the best way to 
overcome those obstacles.  This report also 
contains what we feel are some of the top goals 
for Notre Dame Sigma Beta over the coming 
year.  
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Plans for 2009-2010 


For the upcoming year the chapter is looking to 
work to establish itself in Good Standing at the 
national level.  The chapter plans to add another 
induction during the academic year as well as 
send members to the national conference. 
 
The chapter also plans to increase its 
involvement in campus activities.  It plans to 
continue the spring blood drive, the freshman 
engineering forum, and spring Math Counts 
program. We are looking to increase fundraising, 
potentially having another concession stand at a 
home football game.  We hope to continue 
giving out an honor award as we did this year to 
a graduating senior in Pi Tau Sigma. 
 


 
Chapter Officers  


President John Wloch 
Vice President Bryan Delaney 
Treasurer Nathan Yanchak  
Secretary Travis Allen  
Joint Engineering 
    Council Liaison Joseph Wells 
Publicity Officer Lorenzo Barrera  


Chapter Advisor   
Dr. R.A. Howland 


Contact information   
    pts@nd.edu 
Reporter 


Travis Allen 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
 


2014-2015 Academic Year 


 


Notre Dame Sigma Beta 


A. Initiations 


 


To select the initiates, the top 25% of juniors and 35% by GPA of mechanical engineering 


seniors were contacted and asked if they would like to be a part of the society.  In order to 


increase the number of members, the selection process was a simple yes/no response to the 


invitation.  If the number of people responding in the affirmative was greater than 17% of the 


junior class or 33% of the total senior class, a more stringent process would take place, 


involving professor recommendations and extracurricular activities.  This year, this was not 


necessary. 


 


 The initiates were required to attend the initiation ceremony and also two other events 


organized by the Notre Dame chapter of PTS.  There was a single initiation ceremony held in 


the Fall, on Thursday, October 16, 2014.  There were 27 initiates for this ceremony.  The ritual 


was taken directly from the Rituals of Pi Tau Sigma document, with all officers reading their 


respective roles and following the lines for the initiate responses. All initiates as well as the 


officers were in attendance.  The ceremony was catered by a local Italian restaurant, Papa 


Vino’s, for celebration. 


  


B. Chapter Activities 


 


In order to keep everything organized with initiation, budgeting, and other events, the 


officers held weekly meetings on Mondays at 9 PM that were open to all members.  The 


meetings were primarily attended by the officers, with occasional entrances from other members 


to discuss an idea they had. 


 


The most important activity for the society was our role in the Math Counts competition.  


The Math Counts competition, held for 6
th


-8
th


 graders, took place on campus.  Our role in the 


competition was to act as graders, scorers, and runners, who ran the tests from room to room.  


Overall, the competition was successful, and we had great participation from the PTS members.  


They had asked for about 20 graders, and, because of our increased membership, we were able 


to have over 20 members in attendance. 


 


Next, this year, we began to hold a Speaker Series event, for which we would bring in 


engineering professors to talk about some idea related to engineering but not covered in class.  


The point of this Series was to encourage more interaction between professors and students and 


to foster intellectual discussion.  Some topics covered this year involved the engineering 


curriculum, engineering broadly in today’s society, and the different directions that engineers 


have gone in the past.  Future ideas include discussions of energy policy, bioengineering, and 


many other relevant topics.  The Speaker Series events held this year had a good showing, with 


one of the events having almost complete participation from the current members.   


 







This year, we also attempted to institute a mentorship program where Pi Tau Sigma 


members would meet with underclassmen to provide advice on clubs, internships/careers, 


classes, girls etc.  Unfortunately we did not get very much enthusiasm from our members (only 


the officers volunteered to participate) and even after going and speaking to classes, did not get 


any underclassmen interested, thus the program never came to fruition. 


 


A field trip was meant to be organized in tandem with the AIAA on campus.  The plan 


was to go to the Chicago Museum of Science and Industry.  However, there was not enough 


interest in the field trip to make it worthwhile and economical.   


 


Nearing the end of the school year, it was time for the new officers to be elected.  To 


gauge interest, we sent a message to the current members asking for those who were interested 


in positions to respond to the email.  There was no need for elections, because we received four 


responses.  These members were notified of the duties that the roles would take on, and they 


accepted the positions. 


 


Finally, the current officers met with the future officers to discuss what could be done 


next year to improve PTS’s presence on campus.  One idea discussed was the possibility of 


improving the Speaker Series by bringing in executives from engineering companies (Ford, GM, 


GE, etc.) to talk about a specific idea.  Also, the officers encouraged pursuing the mentorship 


program in a different way, such as encouraging occasional coffee chats with professors.   








Notre Dame Sigma Beta 
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 


Chartered May 21, 1964. Number 75. 
 
Goals for 2007-2008 


The main goal this year was to increase the 
chapter’s level of activity and involvement 
both on-campus and at the national level of Pi 
Tau Sigma.   


Activities 
During this past year, the Notre Dame chapter 
of Pi Tau Sigma was involved in several new 
activities.  One main activity for the fall was 
organizing a concession stand at the Notre 
Dame-Boston college game.  Holding this 
concession stand required a good deal of 
planning to coordinate purchasing the food, 
securing equipment, and scheduling workers 
and food service training.  The club benefitted 
from the funds raised which has enabled us to 
do more activities and will be used to fund 
future events. 
 
Also, for the first time, we hosted inductions 
in both the fall and spring semesters.  This is 
part of our continued effort to achieve “good 
standing” status with Pi Tau Sigma nationals.   
 
For the second year, the chapter hosted a 
forum for freshman engineering students.  At 
Notre Dame, all freshmen enter the First Year 
of Studies, and at the end of that year, they 
must decide whether they want to continue to 
pursue engineering and which engineering 
discipline to study.  Our forum sought to 
provide an unbiased view of engineering to the 
freshman to enable them to make a better 
informed decision.  The panel consisted of five 
current seniors and recent graduates, some had 
stayed with engineering and others had chosen 
other majors or careers. 
 
The chapter will also be co-hosting the annual 
end of the year picnic with the Department of 
Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering.  This 
involves chapter members preparing the food 
and planning the event, which will be open to 
the entire department.  It is a chance for 
students and faculty to get together, converse 
and relax before finals and the end of the 
school year.   
 


   
 


Graduates 
Ryan Bove – Mine Safety Appliances 


James Buffi – Pursuing a Ph.D. In Biomedical 
Engineering at Northwestern University 


Andrew Crutchfield – Undecided 
Adam Currie -- Pursuing Master's in ME at 


McGill University in Montreal 
James Gates – Morris Material Handling, 


Milwaukee 
Phillip Hicks – U.S. Army, Second Lieutenant, 


Medical Platoon Leader, Germany 
Kevin Kastenholz – Sargent & Lundy, LLC in 


Chicago 
Joseph King – ExxonMobil, Cost Engineer in 


Houston, Texas 
Caitlin Kopf – GE Aviation Direct Hire 
John Larson – The Ohio State University, 


pursuing Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering  
Camille Legault – GE Aviation, Operations 


Management Leadership Program 
Robert Melly – GE, Cincinnati, OH 
Jude Miller – GE Aviation, Edison 


Engineering Development Program  
Paul Nistler – GE Transportation, Edison 


Engineering Development Program 
Patrick Noble – GE Energy, Edison 


Engineering Development Program 
Kyle O’Reilly – Accenture, Chicago, IL 
Timothy Peterson –  Boeing, Philadelphia, PA 
David Rupp – Unknown 
Patrick Tennant – Sargent & Lundy in 


Chicago 
Frederick Thwaites – GETransportation, 


Edison Engineering Development Program 
Alexander Vossler – GE 
John Williams – GE Aviation, Cincinnati, OH 
John Wloch – Pursuing BA in English at the 


University of Notre Dame 
 


Awards & Recognition 
This year, Frederick Thwaites received the the 


first annual Pi Tau Sigma Award.  This 
award is based on the outstanding academic 
performance and demonstrated professional 
potential of some member of the society.  
Selection was made by a small group of 
faculty.   


Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 
    Ryan Bove  Adam Currie 
    Kevin Kastenholz Joseph King 


Caitlin Kopf Kyle Kron 
Camille Legault Jonathan Parry 
Michael Petrongolo David Rupp 
David Seibel Paul Schlueter 
Patrick Tennant Andrés Valenzuela 
Alexander Vossler Matthew Walters 
Joseph Wells John Wloch  







Spring 2008 Pledges 
Travis Allen Lorenzo Barrera Jaime 
Richard Helffrich Michael Ouimet 


    Timothy Peterson Daniel Rave  
Nicholas Springer Claire VerHulst 


   Nathaniel Yanchak  
Transfer of Responsibilities 


The officers last year prepared an officers 
manual outlining the chapters goals, previous 
activities, and best practices.  The current 
officers have updated the report based on this 
year’s activities and lessons learned.  This will 
assist next year’s officers in effectively 
coordinating the club’s activities and pursuing 
new opportunities.  The new officers are also 
being included in planning the end of the year 
activities, specifically the mechanical 
engineering picnic. 


Plans for 2008-2009 
For the upcoming year, the chapter will 
continue to attempt to establish good standing 
at the national level.  With the funding issue 
resolved from having a concession stand this 
past year and plans for another concession 
stand, the chapter plans to send members to 
the national conference.   
 
The chapter also plans to increase involvement 
in campus activities.   We plan to host 
continue hosting the freshman engineering 
forum and engineering picnic, and then add 
more service activities such as blood drives 
and tutoring.   


Chapter Officers 
President Jimmy Buffi 
Vice President Bryan Delaney 
Treasurer Patrick Noble 
Secretary John Larson 
JEC Liaison Frederick Thwaites 
Publicity Officer Andrew Crutchfield  


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Robert A. Howland 


Contact Information 
http://www.nd.edu/~pts 
pts@nd.edu 


Reporter 
John Larson 
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2018-2019 
Notre Dame Sigma Beta 
 
A. Initiations 


Pi Tau Sigma members are chosen on a basis of sound engineering ability, scholarship, 
personality, and probable future success in their chosen field of Mechanical Engineering. 
Juniors and Seniors in the top 25% of their class are invited to join. Returning members vote 
on the eligibility of each new member to affirm their strong character. 30 new members 
initiated during the November 6th initiation were treated to a presentation on the history of Pi 
Tau Sigma at Notre Dame, including engineering development and volunteer events that 
date back to 2007. The initiation included the recitation of the Fundamental Principles and 
the Fundamental Canons of the ASME Code of Ethics as well as the explanation of the 
significance of the colors on the emblem. A second initiation was held on November 19th for 
5 new members who could not attend the first initiation ceremony. Initiates were asked to 
dress suitably in business casual attire. New members were then welcomed during an active 
meet and greet to connect new and existing members by identifying where PTS members 
study or relax, what they do during down time, and what co-op, research, or internship 
experiences they could share about. 
 


B. Chapter Activities 
The Sigma Beta Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma at Notre Dame hosted several events this academic 
year. For our service to the community, Pi Tau Sigma served as volunteer graders for a local 
middle school mathematics contest called MathCounts on February 2nd. The members graded 
5 different rounds of mathematics problems challenging the young people of South Bend as 
the local grade schools competed against each other. In our efforts to help the professional 
development of our members, the Notre Dame Sigma Beta chapter hosted a guest speaker 
event featuring Professor Michael Stanisic. He shared about his experience in undergraduate 
education, his doctoral work, his experiences applying for various jobs as a professor. For an 
element of fun, he also spoke about his fascination of automobiles from the 50’s and 60’s, 
which got him interested in the field of Mechanical Engineering. This was a great chance for 
Pi Tau Sigma members considering further education to learn about their options and post-
grad work entails as well as allowing the professor to give a lecture on a subject he finds 
fascinating, all while enjoying dinner catered from a local favorite restaurant. Another 
meeting was held in the first week of April for the junior members to speak with the seniors 
about advice on which classes to take and mentor one another. The last event of the year was 
the election of new officers, facilitated by online self-nomination and speech submission 
before a formal chapter meeting. A follow-up meeting of incoming and outgoing officers 
was held to ensure continuity in Pi Tau Sigma chapter leadership. 
 


C. Other 
Graduating members received Pi Tau Sigma cords to wear at graduation. 








2017-2018 


 Notre Dame Sigma Beta 


 A. Initiations 


Pi Tau Sigma members are chosen on a basis of sound engineering ability, scholarship, 


personality, and probable future success in their chosen field of Mechanical Engineering. Juniors 


and Seniors in the top 25% of their class are invited to join. New members initiated during the 


Fall October 24th initiation were treated to a presentation on the history of Pi Tau Sigma at Notre 


Dame, including engineering development and volunteer events that date back to 2007. New 


members were then welcomed during an active meet and greet to connect new and existing 


members by identifying where PTS members study or relax, what they do during down time, and 


what co-op, research, or internship experiences they could share about. 


 B. Chapter Activities 


The Sigma Beta Chapter of Pi Tau Sigma at Notre Dame hosted several events this academic 


year. For our service to the community, Pi Tau Sigma served as volunteer graders for a local 


middle school mathematics contest called MathCounts. The members graded 5 different rounds 


of mathematics problems challenging the young people of South Bend as the local grade schools 


competed against each other. In our efforts to help the professional development of our members, 


the Sigma Beta chapter hosted two guest speaker events: one with graduate school experience 


and one with engineers in industry now. The first was a talk by Dr. Bill Goodwine, professor of 


differential equations and controls at the University of Notre Dame. He shared about his 


experience in undergraduate education, his doctoral work, his experiences at law school and his 


brief time as a patent lawyer. It was a great chance for Pi Tau Sigma members considering 


further education to learn about their options and what post-grad work entails, all while enjoying 


dinner catered from a local favorite restaurant. The second talk was by two engineers currently 


working for Textron during a career-fair campus visit. They talked about some of the projects 


they have worked as engineers in industry as well as answered questions from current Pi Tau 


Sigma members about their experiences in industry. It was a great chance for our members to 


learn about engineering in industry as well as network with engineers at a major company. The 


last event of the year was the election of new officers, facilitated by online self-nomination and 







speech submission before a formal chapter meeting. A follow-up meeting of incoming and 


outgoing officers was held to ensure continuity in Pi Tau Sigma chapter leadership. 








2019-2020 
Notre Dame Sigma Beta 
A. Initiations 
The Notre Dame Sigma Beta chapter initiates new members in the fall semester of the academic 
year. Members are chosen based on the major principles of the organization: sound engineering 
ability, scholarship service, leadership, and integrity. Junior and senior mechanical engineering 
students who are in the top 25% of their class are invited to join our chapter given that they are 
willing and able to uphold the values of the organization. Two induction ceremonies were held 
this fall: a main induction ceremony on November 11th, 2019 in which 19 members were 
initiated, and a makeup ceremony on November 14th, 2019 in which 4 additional members were 
initiated. Below is a photo of the new members as well as a photo of this year’s officers from the 
main induction ceremony. During the induction, officers gave a brief overview of the 
organization, its values, and some of the more specific details about the Sigma Beta chapter’s 
events and activities. The officers introduced themselves and their advisor, then moved on to the 
induction of the new members, conducting the ceremony using the Rituals handbook to ensure it 
was in accordance with the requirements set forth by the organization. After, members were 
welcome to stay and mingle with returning members that attended the ceremony as well as with 
each other.  
 
 
 


 
 


2019 Fall Induction: New Members 
 
 







 
 


2019 Fall Induction: 2019-2020 Officers 
 
 


B. Chapter Activities 
The Notre Dame Sigma Beta chapter was involved with a variety of events over the course of the 
academic year. One of the core values of Pi Tau Sigma is service, and the Sigma Beta chapter 
volunteers every year with the MathCounts organization. MathCounts is a mathematics 
competition for local middle schools held every year at the University of Notre Dame. During 
this event, high achieving middle school students are given challenging math problems to solve 
either individually or in a team. Every year, the members of Pi Tau Sigma volunteer to grade the 
problems quickly and efficiently for each round, and act as runners to and from the competition 
space to provide the graders with the exams and give updates to the students. This is one of the 
most loved events by Sigma Beta chapter members. It gives our members the opportunity to give 
back to the community, and our members appreciate having the opportunity to inspire and 
encourage interest and excitement about mathematics among these young local students. 
Additionally, the president of the Notre Dame Sigma Beta chapter attended the national 
convention in Rochester this year. While she was there, she was able to meet other chapter 
officers and exchange ideas about activities and events and how to better engage members of the 
chapter. Below is a photo of her with a few of the other officers at the opening dinner.  
 







 
 


2020 National Convention 
 
 


The Notre Dame Sigma Beta chapter usually has other events towards the end of the academic 
year. One of the more popular events is the professor talk, in which a mechanical engineering 
professor is invited to come speak about their subject, their experiences in industry, or areas of 
research that they are involved in. This has always been a great way for members to understand 
what the future holds for them and what options are available with the degree they are pursuing. 
Unfortunately, due to the sudden end of in-person teaching, we were unable to hold this event. 
There is also normally an end of year celebration meeting when new officers are elected, but this 
again was not able to occur. Instead, new officers were elected remotely and a meeting was held 
with both new and old officers to ensure a smooth transition. We look forward to the 
continuation of academic excellence and service from the Notre Dame Sigma Beta chapter!  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2011-2012 


University of Notre Dame Sigma Beta 


 A.            Initiations 


One initiation was held by the chapter this year in the spring of 2012 and the initiation process 


began in January 2012.  A list of the potential initiates was generated by a departmental 


secretary.  The list included the top 20 % of juniors and the top 35 % of the seniors, ranked by 


GPA.  An invitation to apply was sent to each of the eligible students along with an application 


and a faculty recommendation form.  After the applications were returned, the faculty advisor 


along with the advisors sat down with the applications and determined that all the eligible 


candidates who returned the applications would be inducted.  The total number who applied was 


less than the maximum number who could be initiated per the PTS Constitution.  The initiation 


ceremony was held in a private room at a restaurant in South Bend, Indiana.  Those present 


included the eligible candidates, the four student officers, the faculty advisor, and three faculty 


members of Pi Tau Sigma.  The rituals were solemnly carried out by the chapter President and  


Vice President.  The initiation was held on March 21, 2012.  There were 13 juniors initiated and 


three seniors initiated. 


B.            Chapter Activities 


On February 4, 2012, the Sigma Beta chapter continued its long-standing community service 


tradition of grading the MathCounts competition.  MathCounts is a nationwide middle school 


math competition and every year a regional competition is held on-campus at the University of 


Notre Dame.  This year, the Sigma Beta chapter also partnered with the University of Notre 


Dame Indiana Gamma chapter of Tau Beta Pi.  The number of people who participated in the 


grading was 22, of which five were from Pi Tau Sigma.  The event went very smoothly due to 


the large number of graders who were present. 


On April 4
, 


2012, the Sigma Beta chapter held a “Grad School and Careers Event,” which 


consisted of an informal panel discussion on engineering futures.  The panel was comprised of 


senior mechanical engineering majors, most of whom were members of Pi Tau Sigma, along 


with the faculty advisor.  The purpose of the event was to expose underclassmen, predominantly 


sophomores and juniors, to the possibilities that lay ahead.  The senior panel provided insights 


gained from internship experiences as well as career searches and the graduate school application 


process.  Approximately 20 students attended the event.  The chapter provided pizza and 


refreshments. 


On April 11, 2012, the Sigma Beta chapter held a “Technical Electives Meeting.”  The purpose 


of the event was to inform underclassmen about the technical electives that were available to 


them in the Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering.  The timing of the event was 


very appropriate because the Fall 2012 class registration process was to commence the next 


week.  A panel of senior members of Pi Tau Sigma, along with some new junior members of the 







club, provided insights to the students who attended.  Professor Bill Goodwine, who is Associate 


Chairman of the Department and Director of Undergraduate Studies for the department, also 


spoke about the technical electives available and clarified student questions.  The students who 


attended, who numbered close to 40, overfilled the room that was booked for the event.  This 


shows that interest for this event is high.  In the future, the chapter will conduct a technical 


electives meeting each semester.  The chapter provided pizza and pop for the event.   


C.            Other 


Our new faculty advisor, Professor Joseph Powers, took over in January 2012.  His energy and 


excitement has been a spark for the chapter and his leadership in the future will be an asset to the 


club.  


 





